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Season 36, Episode 114
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06.10.99 - Thursday



Hannah admits to Tammy that she already regrets breaking things off with Sonny. Meanwhile, a worried Mike asks his son why he gave up his new life as a legitimate coffee merchant to go back to the dangerous world of organized crime. Stefan urges Nikolas to come join his parents and Lesley Lu at the Cassadines country house. 'Heir Kreg' pressures Luke to participate in another business transaction. As they scheme to throw V and Simon together, Chloe and Jax begin to grow closer themselves. Tammy advises Hannah to consider giving Sonny a second chance. Anxious to prevent her daughter from throwing herself into Stefan's arms, Lesley pleads with Luke to fight for Laura but he reminds his mother-in-law that the party is over.
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
10 June 1999, 00:00
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